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Insulated render system contributes to Glasgow regeneration project 

An exterior insulation system from Dryvit is playing a vital role in the construction of a 

prestigious new development in Glasgow. 

The company has supplied 4,500m2 of its Outsulation® Rail System for cladding a 

development of apartments and penthouses being built for CALA Homes at Glasgow 

Harbour. 

Dryvit has a range of high performance insulated render systems that can be used 

over solid or framed walls in both new build and renovation situations. The 

Outsulation Rail system used on this project incorporates lightweight EPS70 grade 

expanded polystyrene (EPS) insulation, which provides excellent thermal 

performance, enabling designers to achieve or exceed minimum U-values with ease.  

At Glasgow Harbour, a U-value of 0.23W/m2K was required from the whole wall, 

which was achieved by a combination of insulation within the stud wall and 60mm of 

EPS within the Outsulation Rail system.  

Since the insulation is an integral part of the system, and is installed on the outside of 

the building, it provides maximum thermal efficiency by minimizing thermal bridges. 

On the outside face of the EPS insulation the Outsulation Rail system is protected by 

a glass fibre reinforcing mesh embedded in a polymer modified cementitious base 

coat and finished with one of the many hard-wearing decorative acrylic renders 

specifically developed by Dryvit 

At Glasgow Harbour, Dryvit supplied Fiberock Aqua-Tough sheathing board as a 

substrate for its insulated render system, which was fixed to a lightweight steel wall 

constructed from Lindab’s Construline metal stud system. Specialist contractor 

Insulclad (Europe) Ltd installed the “whole wall” build up consisting of the stud, 

sheathing board and Outsulation Rail system. This method of installation provided 

one point of responsibility for the main wall areas. Insulcad also erected the stud and 



sheathing board walls ready to receive the rainscreen and clay block cladding 

systems.  

 

One of the main benefits of opting for a sheathed lightweight steel stud wall is that 

once it is erected, with windows fitted, internal works can commence in tandem with 

the external cladding, resulting in a fast track build programme compared to that of 

traditional methods. 

 

Dryvit also supplied mineral wool insulation within the metal studs, Fiberock Aqua-

Tough sheathing board and phenolic insulation for areas of rainscreen and clay block 

cladding where Outsulation Rail was not specified. 

 

The client opted for Dryvit’s Sandpebble™ finish in China White for the system, in 

order to achieve a clean and contemporary feel. 

Glasgow Harbour is an integrated mix of high quality commercial, residential, retail, 

leisure and public space. It sits on a 120-acre (47 ha) site, which was, until recently, 

mostly redundant shipyard and dockland on the north bank of the River Clyde.  

 

The re-development of Glasgow Harbour has a total value of over £500 million, and 

will take about 10 years to complete. 

CALA Homes is one of three house builders involved in developing the first phase of 

housing on site. Its 173-unit development consists of riverside apartments and 

penthouses designed by leading architect RMJM (Scotland). 

Ends 

 

For more information, please contact Lizzie Ashley on 01480 465953 or email 

lizzie@redcomm.co.uk  
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